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Abstract—In the future, we are likely to see a tremendous need for context-aware applications which adapt to available context
information such as physical surroundings, network, or system conditions. We aim to provide a fundamental support for these
applications—a real-time context information collection service. This service delivers the right context information to the right user at
the right time. The complexity of providing the real-time context information service arises from 1) the dynamically changing status of
information sources, 2) the diverse user requirements in terms of data accuracy and service latency, and 3) constantly changing
system conditions. In this paper, we take into consideration these dynamics and focus on addressing the trade-offs between
timeliness, accuracy, and cost for information collection in distributed real-time environments. We propose a middleware-based
approach to enable a judicious composition of services for accuracy-aware scheduling and cost-aware database maintenance.
Specifically, we characterize the problem in terms of Quality-of-Service Satisfaction (QoSSat), Quality-of-Data Satisfaction (QoDSat),
and Cost. We propose a middleware framework for the real-time information collection process, where the information mediator
coordinates and facilitates communication between information sources and consumers. We design a family of algorithms for real-time
request scheduling, request servicing, and directory service maintenance to be implemented at the mediator to support QoSSat and
QoDSat. Our studies indicate that the composition of our proposed scheduling algorithm and directory service maintenance policy can
improve the overall efficiency of the system. We also observe that the proposed policies perform very well as the system scales in the
number of information sources and consumer requests.
Index Terms—Distributed systems, context-sensitive middleware, real-time, quality of service, quality of data.
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INTRODUCTION

R

ECENT advances in mobile computing, communications,
and embedded systems are likely to enable the
deployment of large-scale ubiquitous computing environments. We expect that real-time context information
services will gain importance in the future. Examples of
applications that require real-time access to distributed
information include network management, stock trading,
air traffic control, security/surveillance, medical alerts, and
patient tracking. To facilitate such real-time applications, an
information collection architecture that can seamlessly
provide real-time access to dynamically changing data
regardless of diverse user requirements and changing
system conditions is a must.
Real-time information collection in a dynamic environment presents the system designer with interesting challenges. First, information sources provide a continuous
stream of data that can dynamically vary over time. This
information may need to be captured and stored rapidly and
accurately. Second, users requiring access to this dynamically changing data present variable user requirements in
terms of the accuracy of data and timeliness of the service.
Furthermore, network and service providers would like to
ensure effective utilization of underlying computation,
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communication, and storage resources. Ideally, applications
would like to obtain accurate state information in a real-time
manner with the least cost. The underlying middleware
architecture must deal with the issue of balancing these
competing goals of timeliness, accuracy, and cost-effectiveness. Since many applications are willing to tolerate information imprecision and bounded delivery latencies, our
strategy is to exploit these accuracy and latency margins to
ensure that most applications receive information at the
desired levels of quality and timeliness while minimizing
resource consumption.
Given the data intensive nature of the system, an
information repository, i.e., directory service (DS), is a
must for the system to function efficiently. Maintaining
an effective DS, which reflects the data changes as closely
as possible/necessary, is not a trivial task in dynamic
environments. In addition to processing source updates,
the system must also respond to user requests in a timely
fashion. Processing source updates at the expense of user
requests will mean that fewer user requests will finish on
time, while delaying source updates in favor of user
requests will mean that the DS will not be representative
of the state of the external environment. In addition to
timeliness constraints, user requests may also provide
accuracy constraints. Since information in the DS may not
be up to date, there is a possible mismatch between the
DS accuracy and user accuracy constraints. We are faced
with a cost-accuracy trade-off since an accurate DS makes
it easier to satisfy more user requests with less overhead
in a more timely fashion, but could also introduce a high
DS maintenance cost.
Contributions of this Paper. Existing and ongoing
research in data management addresses the trade-offs
between timeliness and data freshness, as well as the
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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TABLE 1
Terms and Symbols Used in the Paper

accuracy and cost trade-offs in stream-based environments.
However, increasingly many applications need more finegrained interactions with the system in the format of
multiple individual information retrieval requests rather
than transactions. In addition, both user requests and data
source updates may have explicit time constraints and data
accuracy requirements. In this context, the problem of
balancing the trade-offs between 1) timeliness, 2) accuracy,
and 3) cost simultaneously has not been addressed to the
best of our knowledge. The mere application of previously
proposed techniques in the area of real-time scheduling or
dynamic data management is insufficient to address the
issue at hand; a simplistic composition of the proposed
techniques cannot address the cost/accuracy/timeliness
trade-offs appropriately either. Therefore, we develop a
middleware-based approach to address the challenges in
enabling a judicious composition of these techniques.
Specific contributions of this paper are as follows:
We characterize the problem of cost-effectively
providing timeliness and accuracy in terms of
Quality-of-Service Satisfaction (QoSSat), Quality-ofData Satisfaction (QoDSat), and Cost.
. We propose a middleware framework for the realtime information collection process and design a
family of algorithms to support QoSSat and QoDSat.
We design a Timeliness and Accuracy Balanced
Scheduling (TABS) algorithm to support timely
response to both user requests and source updates
while ensuring that accuracy constraints of requests
are satisfied. Furthermore, we present a Minimized
Cost DS maintenance algorithm (MC) that balances
the distribution of source update and consumer
retrieval requests to maintain a constant frequency
ratio. Finally, request servicing algorithms are
designed to determine the process flow for each
single request by analyzing the possibility of meeting its timeliness and accuracy constraints.
. Through extensive experiments, we study the interaction between scheduling, request servicing, and
DS maintenance and explore dynamic adaptations
and a judicious composition of the policies that
address timeliness/accuracy/cost trade-offs under
varying conditions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
formulates the accuracy-driven real-time information
collection problem. Section 3 presents a middleware
architecture for real-time information collection. Section 4
.

addresses a solution via the algorithms for real-time
request scheduling, request servicing, and DS maintenance. Section 5 presents experimental results. Section 6
discusses related work. We conclude in Section 7 with
future research directions.

2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we describe data, request models for highly
dynamic environments, and characterize Quality of Service
Satisfaction (QoSSat) and Quality of Data (QoDSat). These
definitions are used to crystalize the goals of the system,
guide the design of the algorithms, and evaluate system
performance. Using the notions of QoSSat and QoDSat, we
provide a definition of the real-time information collection
problem. For the time being, we assume the presence of a
single logically centralized DS. We also assume that users
only ask for current data, not historical data, at a specified
time instant. Table 1 summarizes the meanings of the
symbols used in the paper.
The system consists of a number of data sources which
correspond to various components in a distributed infrastructure. In other words, they are managed entities, such as
servers, links, sensors, or mobile/fixed hosts. They can be
programmed to send updates periodically or send updates
when something abnormal occurs. The information obtained from sources includes sensor data, network parameters (such as residual link bandwidth, end-to-end delay
on links, etc.), server parameters (such as CPU utilization,
buffer capacity, disk bandwidth, etc.), and mobile host
parameters (such as mobile host location, connectivity,
power level, etc.). We specifically consider systems where
state information changes rapidly, generating a large
number of updates. Each source has a current instantaneous
value V , while its representation in the DS is a range R :
½L; U with L as the lower bound, U as the upper bound, and
L  V  U. The range is refreshed with updates (write
only) to the DS from the source and queries (read only)
from the DS by consumers. Data from certain sources are
often accessed more frequently, so we define the popularity
of source s ðP OPs Þ as the ratio of the number of requests
accessing s to the total number of requests.
Our system includes two types of requests: source
update requests and consumer requests. We first define
several auxiliary parameters (periodicity, urgency, relative
deadline, and range precision). These parameters characterize timeliness and accuracy constraints of incoming
requests. The periodicity PER of request r is defined as 0 if
the request is aperiodic; otherwise, it is p ðp > 0Þ, which
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indicates that r arrives every p time units. To provide more
flexibility to applications, we provide two parameters
(urgency and relative deadline) to specify the timeliness
constraints. The urgency of a request is a coarse-level
qualitative description of how quickly the request must be
processed; the relative deadline of a request specifies a
maximum duration the request can take. An application
may specify one or both of these parameters (i.e., urgency
and relative deadline); when both are present, the relative
deadline takes precedence. The urgency UR of request r is
defined as 0, 1, or 2, respectively, when the urgency is low,
medium, or high. The relative deadline RDL of request r is
defined as 0 if there is no deadline for r; otherwise, it is
d ðd > 0Þ, which indicates that r should be finished in d time
units. The range precision is defined as the reciprocal of the
1
[1].
range size, i.e., P RECðL; UÞ ¼ UL
Using the notions defined above, we next define source
update request and consumer request. Source update
requests are write-only requests to reflect the current status
of the real-world.
Definition 1. A Source Update Request sr is a tuple of
six elements: source s, request issue time t, real value V ,
periodicity P ER, urgency UR, and relative deadline RDL,
i.e., sr :¼< s; t; V ; P ER; UR; RDL > .
Once a source update request is applied, the DS is
updated with L and U. The current value V lies at the center
of the range R, i.e., U ¼ V þ R=2 and L ¼ V  R=2. To
accommodate heterogeneity of source intelligence, we
assume that sources are not aware of the ranges R stored
in the DS; instead, the DS maintenance module is
responsible for adjusting and storing the ranges.
Information consumers are application and system level
tasks that use the data collected from the information
sources. For instance, resource provisioning consumes
information about network and system status to perform
admission control and resource allocation; traffic monitoring applications obtain data from highway sensors periodically to assist in traffic planning and routing. Consumer
requests are read-only queries to retrieve current values of
data sources. Each consumer request is accompanied by a
time constraint and also a precision constraint specifying
the maximum acceptable width of the result. Since
simultaneous satisfaction of both timeliness and accuracy
constraints may not be feasible, we introduce the attribute
Bias to indicate the preference of consumers in the event
that both constraints cannot be met. Biascr of 0, 1, or 2,
respectively, indicates that consumer request cr has no
preference, favors timeliness, or favors accuracy.
Definition 2. A Consumer Request cr is defined as a tuple of
the value of the desired source s, request issue time t,
periodicity P ER, urgency UR, relative deadline RDL, and
accuracy requirements P REC, Bias factor, and
cr :¼< s; t; P ER; UR; RDL; P REC; Bias > :
In order to evaluate system performance, we define QoS
Satisfaction (QoSSat) and QoD Satisfaction (QoDSat) metrics as follows.

2.1 Defining the QoS Satisfaction (QoSSat) Metric
Traditional QoS requirements are specified by each individual user. QoSSat, on the other hand, captures the
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overall system performance by calculating the ratio of
successful requests. Furthermore, QoSSat is defined over
multiple dimensions: It integrates both timeliness and
accuracy into one metric. QoSSat measures how effectively
the system handles consumer requests and is defined as the
probability of successful consumer requests. We characterize a successful consumer request cr by timeliness (deadline)
satisfaction and accuracy satisfaction. The timeliness satisfaction is met if the deadline of a consumer request cr is met,
i.e., T Tcr  RDLcr , where T Tcr is the total time taken to
complete cr. The accuracy satisfaction is measured by 1) the
answer precision P RECcr , i.e., P RECA  P RECcr , and
2) the answer fidelity, i.e., the current source value lies
within the returned range. The fidelity of answer A : ½L; U
for consumer request cr is denoted by F idelityðAcr Þ and
defined as 1 if the current source value falls inside the
answer range (i.e., L  V ðcr:s; cr:tÞ  U, where V ðcr:s; cr; tÞ
is the current value of source s at t), otherwise it is 0.
Typically, a successful consumer request without bias
meets both timeliness and accuracy satisfaction. If a
consumer request indicates a bias toward timeliness/
accuracy, we consider the consumer request to be successful
if the deadline/accuracy is met. Therefore, the weighted
number of successful requests Nsuc can be computed as in
(1), where T Tcrj is the total processing time of consumer
request crj , RDLcrj is the desired deadline of crj , P RECAj is
the precision of answer of crj , and P RECcrj is the desired
precision of crj .
Nsuc ¼ w1  kfcrj jBiascrj ¼ 0; T Tcrj  RDLcrj ;
F idelityðAcrj Þ ¼ 1; P RECAcrj  P RECcrj gk
þ w2  kfcrj jBiascrj ¼ 1; T Tcrj  RDLcrj gk

ð1Þ

þ w3  kfcrj jBiascrj ¼ 2; F idelityðAcrj Þ ¼¼ 1;
P RECAj  P RECcrj gk:
Definition 3. QoS Satisfaction (QoSSat) can be defined as in (2):
QoSSat ¼ P2

Nsuc

i¼0 wi  kfcrj jBiascrj ¼ ijgk

:

ð2Þ

Since QoSSat is maximized when both deadline and
accuracy constraints are met, we set w1 to be greater than w2
or w3 ; in addition, the ideal case is QoSSat ¼ 1, i.e., all the
requests satisfy their bias (if any). In our evaluation, we set
w1 ¼ 0:5 and w2 ¼ w3 ¼ 0:25.

2.2 Defining the QoD Satisfaction (QoDSat) Metric
The concept of QoD has been proposed to capture how
closely the cached data matches the changes in the real data
[2], which is only one perspective of data quality. Another
ignored aspect is the matching between cached data and
required data. QoDSat integrates these two aspects and
provides a comprehensive way to measure data quality.
QoDSat measures how “good” the data is and varies from
one system to another. In our system, the QoDSat is
measured by data accuracy. We characterize data accuracy
by DS fidelity and DS validity. The DS fidelity measures the
divergence between a stored range in the DS and the
current source value. In contrast, the DS validity with
respect to a consumer request compares the precision of the
stored range of the data with the precision expectation of
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the consumer request accessing the data. A “good” or
accurate DS maintains a range that not only reflects the
current source status (i.e., it is faithful), but also satisfies the
precision expectation of consumers (i.e., it is valid).
The DS fidelity of source s with current value V at time t
and stored DS interval ðL; UÞ is referred to as F Ids ðs; tÞ. It is 1 if
L  V  U; otherwise, it is 0. Therefore, the DS fidelity of
source s over a certain time period T ¼ ½ti ; tj  is defined as
follows:
Z tj
1
F Iðs; tÞdt:
F Ids ðs; T Þ ¼ F Iðs; ½ti ; tj Þ ¼ 
T
ti
This is equal to the fraction of time during T that s is
faithful. If we assume that s is uniformly accessed during T ,
then the probability of accessing a fresh value of s pfi ðs; T Þ
is equal to the fraction of time that s is faithful [2]. Hence,
we can define the aggregate DS fidelity over all sources
during the entire time period T as below:
X
AF Ids ðS; T Þ ¼
p
ðs Þ  pfi ðsi ; T Þ
s 2S access i
Xi
p
ðs Þ  F Ids ðsi ; T Þ;
¼
s 2S access i
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In addition, we use Cost to represent the communication
overhead involved in the process of serving all the requests.
It is measured as the average number of messages
exchanged per request. The messages include all those
exchanged for maintaining the DS and for additional
probing that may service the accuracy requirements of
consumer requests.
The Timeliness-Accuracy Balanced Data Collection
Problem. Given a set of l sources S ¼ fs1 ; s2 ; . . . ; sl g and
an input instance (request set) I, which is a collection of
m incoming source update requests and n consumer
requests I ¼ SR [ CR ¼ fsr1 ; sr2 ; . . . ; srm ; cr1 ; cr2 ; . . . ; crn g,
our objectives are to
.

.
.

increase the overall QoSSat indicated by the probability of successful consumer requests that meet
deadline and/or accuracy requirements,
increase the overall QoDSat indicated by the probability of accessing accurate data in the DS, and
decrease the overall Cost involved in the whole
collection process.

i

where paccess ðsi Þ is the access ratio of si (the ratio of the
number of consumer requesting
si to the total number of
P
consumer requests) and
p
si 2S access ðsi Þ ¼ 1. Note that,
when the system performance varies over time, focusing
on a narrower time interval for T would allow applications
to tune their responsiveness to such changes.
The DS validity for consumer request cri accessing s at
time t measures whether the DS precision of source s meets
the cri ’s precision expectation at t. Assuming the stored DS
interval is ðL; UÞ, then the DS validity V Ads ðcri ðs; tÞÞ is
defined to be 1 if P RECðL; UÞ  P RECcri . Otherwise, it is
0. If there are k > 0 consumer requests accessing s at time t,
then the DS validity for source s at time t is
V Ads ðs; tÞ ¼

ki¼1 V Ads ðcri ðs; tÞÞ
:
k

Therefore, if there are ks consumer requests accessing s over
a certain time period T ¼ ½ti ; tj , the DS validity of source s
over T is defined as follows:
t

V Ads ðs; T Þ ¼ V Aðs; ½ti ; tj Þ ¼

j
s
ku¼1
v¼t
V Ads ðcru ðs; tv ÞÞ
i
:
ks

This is exactly the probability of accessing a valid value of s
during T pva ðs; T Þ. Therefore, the aggregate DS validity can
be defined as follows:
X
p
ðs Þ  pva ðsi ; T Þ
AV Ads ðS; T Þ ¼
s 2S access i
Xi
p
ðs Þ  V Ads ðsi ; T Þ;
¼
s 2S access i
i

where paccess ðsi Þ is the access ratio of si (the ratio of the
number of consumer requesting si to the total number of
consumer requests).
As stated before, DS accuracy is the combination of DS
fidelity and DS validity.
Definition 4. The Quality-of-Data Satisfaction (QoDSat) or
Aggregate DS Accuracy paac ðSÞ is defined as follows:
QoDSat ¼ paac ðS; T Þ ¼ AF Ids ðS; T Þ  AV Ads ðS; T Þ:

3

A MIDDLEWARE-BASED APPROACH

In practice, due to highly dynamic system and network
conditions, unpredictable application workloads, and frequently changing information sources, the joint satisfaction
of QoSSat, QoDSat, and Cost is very complicated. In fact,
the interrelationship between QoSSat and QoDSat is not
straightforward. One may argue that, by maintaining an
accurate DS (i.e., improving QoDSat), the number of
deadline meets can be increased (i.e., improving QoSSat is
achieved) since additional probes are avoided. A natural
approach to improve QoDSat is to give a higher priority to
the source update request. However, this may result in an
increase in the number of missed deadlines and consequently decreasing QoSSat. A simplistic composition of
existing techniques cannot address the cost/accuracy/
timeliness trade-offs appropriately.
While real-time scheduling algorithms determine the
order of request processing with the objective of
increasing the number of requests with their time
constraints met, they are incognizant of communication and data processing overheads involved in the
data collection process in highly dynamic distributed environments.
. A straightforward application of existing algorithms
for dynamic data management addresses the cost/
accuracy trade-offs attempt to keep the database
“reasonably” accurate; however, it ignores the
arrival order and time constraints of user requests.
Determining an appropriate composition of the services
for accuracy-aware scheduling and cost-aware database
maintenance is challenging due to the following reasons:
How the composition should work needs to be determined.
Should the services operate independently with no interaction (resulting in poor performance) or should each service
be extended to work in concert with the others? Each
service becomes more complicated when extended and
composed and there are no straightforward rules for how to
adjust parameters for each service in order to achieve the
overall best performance. It is also unclear exactly what
information is needed to enable the composition to make
.
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Fig. 1. A system architecture for real-time information collection.

the parameter adjustments. Furthermore, there are a
number of dynamic factors affecting the data collection
process: The network latency is unpredictable and variable
in a best-effort network like the Internet, application
workloads are highly dynamic, and information sources
are frequently changing. Hence, adapting the system while
balancing the composite trade-offs of timeliness, cost, and
accuracy is not straightforward.
In order to enable a judicious composition of the
scheduling and data management services for distributed
data collection in highly dynamic environments, we
propose a middleware framework for the real-time information collection process. Fig. 1 depicts the architectural
components.
When a number of users request dynamic data at
varying requirements under constantly changing system/
network conditions, a mediation functionality is crucial to
deliver the right data to the right user at the right time.
Therefore, a key component of a real-time information
collection architecture is an information mediator which
connects information sources and consumers and serves as
a crux of the information collection process where collection
decisions are instrumented. Information sources communicate changes in source values to the mediator and
information consumers forward their requests to the
mediator. The mediator invokes suitable actions so that
the DS maintains information at a suitable level of accuracy
to satisfy the data quality and timeliness needs of consumers. Policies implemented in the mediator must appropriately represent the information in the DS, efficiently
collect the information from sources, and effectively process
requests from users.
The complex interrelationship between QoSSat and
QoDSat illustrates the need for a scheduling mechanism
that can work in concert with the DS maintenance
component. Therefore, we frame the trade-off as two
subproblems. We manipulate QoSSat by proposing an
algorithm to schedule incoming source update requests
and consumer requests, aiming to increase the number of
consumer requests with their accuracy and deadline

constraints met, thereby increasing QoSSat. This is done
under the assumption that the DS is maintained with
reasonable accuracy. Simultaneously, we focus on adjusting
QoDSat by presenting an efficient DS maintenance algorithm that works in concert with the scheduling mechanism. The DS maintenance algorithm focuses on increasing
QoDSat without increasing the management overhead.
Following this guideline, we design three subcomponents
for the mediator. The scheduler aims to provide better QoSSat
by prioritizing requests from both consumers and sources
based on their urgency and popularity. The DS maintainer is
responsible for data freshness (QoDSat), i.e., it maintains
adequate DS accuracy to serve source/consumer requests
while reducing collection overhead. The request servicer
decides the specifics of processing each dispatched request
and serves as a conduit between the scheduler and the
DS maintainer. The request servicer determines whether the
values stored in the DS are accurate enough for incoming
requests and notifies the DS maintainer when accuracy
violations occur. Based on this feedback, the DS maintainer
adjusts its policy accordingly so that the DS is maintained at a
reasonable accuracy level. In other words, via the request
servicer, QoDSat is maintained by the DS maintainer to assist
the scheduler in achieving better QoSSat. This is because
QoDSat has a direct impact on the frequency of future source
update requests and consumer requests, which affects the
system load and schedulability, thus it indirectly has an
impact on QoSSat. In Section 4, we develop customized
algorithms to be implemented within each of these subcomponents to address the complexity to support distributed
data collection application with multiple conflicting requirements: timeliness, accuracy, and cost-effectiveness.

4

DESIGNING A QOSSAT/QODSAT BALANCED
INFORMATION MEDIATOR

A good scheduler and request servicer will ensure that each
request will not wait for too long to get processed and that
requests with deadlines will have the maximum possibility
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TABLE 2
Absolute Deadline Assignments

of satisfying their deadlines. An effective DS maintenance
module will keep the DS entries at the suitable level of
accuracy so that requests can be served directly from the
DS; this, in turn, will shorten the execution time. In the
following sections, we present detailed techniques for
scheduling (Section 4.1), request servicing (Section 4.2),
and DS maintenance (Section 4.3).

4.1

Timeliness-Accuracy Balanced Scheduling
(TABS)
Given that requests can arrive from both data sources and
consumers, the request scheduler must very carefully
balance the requirements of consumer requests and their
deadlines (QoSSat) against the need to keep the DS entry
up-to-date (QoDSat). If source updates are executed with
higher priority, the system may be left with no time to meet
the deadlines of consumer requests. On the other hand, if
consumer requests are given preference, they might read
stale data. Neither of these outcomes are desirable. Missing
deadlines might mean missing opportunities, operating on
stale data might mean making wrong decisions. The
scheduling component must therefore determine the order
in which the incoming source and consumer requests are
handled so as to increase the possibility of meeting both
accuracy and deadline constraints.
Solutions to address the conflict between user request
timeliness and data freshness have been developed in the
context of real-time databases (RTDB) [3], [4], [5]. There are
some basic issues in mapping RTDB solutions to our
scenario. In the RTDB context, consumer requests correspond to transactions (a series of read/write requests),
which typically take a longer time to be processed. In our
case, more fine-grained and timely interaction between the
consumer and system is needed. Both source and consumer
requests represent a single operation on a single data
source. Furthermore, both source and consumer requests
may specify timeliness requirements and a uniform
mechanism for assigning a scheduling order to both types
of requests is needed.
A suitable scheduling mechanism must address the
following issues to obtain a balance between QoSSat and
QoDSat: 1) Decide on an ordering of the incoming source
update requests and 2) decide on a relative ordering of
source update and consumer requests. We propose a
Timeliness-Accuracy Balanced Scheduling (TABS) mechanism to balance timeliness and accuracy. TABS attempts to
schedule consumer and source update requests to ensure
that deadlines are met and source update requests are
processed rapidly enough to maintain accuracy.
We classify all incoming source update and consumer
requests into four categories shown in Table 2 based on
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periodicity and deadline, where the request ri arrives at time t
and k is the kth incoming aperiodic request. We motivate the
utility of these categories via the following example: Consider
a toxic chemical detection system that continuously monitors
the density of a certain toxic chemical in an area. Under
normal conditions, a periodic nondeadline-based (P-NODL)
query is issued to the system; interested users may issue
aperiodic nondeadline-based (AP-NODL) queries to check the
density irregularly. When the density of the toxic chemical is
above a certain threshold, aperiodic deadline-based (AP-DL)
queries with explicit deadlines are issued so that a chemical
threat can be quickly identified and false alarms can be
avoided. Once a real threat is identified, periodic deadline-based
(P-DL) queries may be issued to provide timely and accurate
density level information to aid emergency response teams in
mitigating the hazard.
Source update requests arrive at the system either
periodically or sporadically. If multiple source update
requests to the same source exist, the most recent update
will be processed first (i.e., the most recent value is the
candidate for a DS update) and the remaining values will be
discarded. We then prioritize source update requests from
different sources based on the popularity of the source,
urgency, and deadline of the request.
For joint scheduling of source update requests and
consumer requests, TABS uses the Total Bandwidth Server
(TBS) algorithm [6] as a basis and the whole point of our
algorithm is to assign an absolute deadline for each
incoming request (see Table 2). We use the following
assumptions and terminology:
.
.

.
.

.

each periodic request ri has a period P ERi and a
constant worst-case execution time Ei ;
all periodic requests ri : i ¼ 1; . . . ; np have deadlines
specified either as RDL for P-DL or as its period
P ER for P-NODL;
the arrival time of the lth periodic instance is given
by ARi ðlÞ ¼ ARi ðl  1Þ þ P ERi ;
the absolute deadline of the lth periodic instance is
given by ADLi ðlÞ ¼ ARi ðlÞ þ RDLi for P-DL or
ADLi ðlÞ ¼ ARi ðlÞ þ P ERi for P-NODL;
all aperiodic deadline-based requests ardj : j ¼
1; . . . ; napd have relative deadlines RDL, so its
original absolute deadline is
OADLardj ¼ ARardj þ RDLardj ;

all aperiodic nondeadline-based requests arndk : k ¼
1; . . . ; napnd do not have user-specified deadlines;
. the worst case execution time of each aperiodic
request E is known at its arrival time.
Assigning Absolute Deadlines for Aperiodic Requests. We
define the processor utilization factor for periodic requests
P P
Ei
as UP ¼ ni¼1
minfRDLi ;P ERi g . UAP refers to the capacity of the
total bandwidth server (TB server), i.e., the total processor
bandwidth allocated to aperiodic requests. To improve the
response time of aperiodic requests, we assign a possible
earlier deadline to each aperiodic request by applying the
TBS algorithm [6]. Therefore, each time an aperiodic request
enters the system, we optimistically assign it a deadline
assuming that UAP can be allocated to that request
.
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Fig. 2. Processing delays for request servicing.

immediately. When the kth aperiodic request arrives at time
t ¼ ARk , it receives a deadline
ADLk ¼ maxðARk ; ADLk1 Þ þ

Ek
;
UAP

where Ek is the worst-case execution time of the request.
By definition, ADL0 ¼ 0. If the request is aperiodic deadline-based, we compare the assigned absolute deadline
ADLk with its original absolute deadline OADLk . If
ADLk > OADLk , then the request is rejected. Otherwise,
the request is inserted into the ready queue of the system
and scheduled by EDF [7], as any other periodic instance or
aperiodic request already present in the system. Intuitively,
the assignment of the deadlines is such that, in each
interval of time, the ratio allocated by EDF to the aperiodic
requests never exceeds the UAP ; that is, the processor
utilization of the aperiodic requests is at most UAP [8].
Operational Flow of the TABS Algorithm. Based on the
discussion above, for each incoming request, we set an
absolute deadline by which the request must be completed
(Table 2). Requests are ordered in their corresponding
queues (source update and consumer request queue) by
their absolute deadlines. When two requests have the same
deadline, we calculate priority values to break the tie as the
weighted sum of the popularity of the requested source
ðP OPs Þ and urgency of the request ðURri Þ. A request with a
higher priority value will be assigned and dispatched
earlier than a request with a lower priority value.
When a new request (either from a consumer or source)
arrives, the scheduler inserts it into the corresponding
queue so as to preserve deadline ordering and additionally
preserve priority ordering for multiple requests with the
same deadline. When a dispatched request finishes processing (at the request servicing module), the scheduler
decides which request to process by comparing the deadlines in both source update request and consumer request
queues: The request with the earliest absolute deadline or
the highest priority is the next one to be dispatched to the
request servicing module.
Lemma (TABS Schedulability). Given a set of np periodic
requests with processor utilization UP and a TB server with
processor utilization UAP , the whole set of requests is
schedulable if UP þ UAP  1.

Proof. Suppose there is an overflow at time t. The overflow
is preceded by a period of continuous utilization of the
processor. Furthermore, from a certain point t0 on, only
instances of requests (periodic or aperiodic) ready at t0 or
later and having deadlines less than or equal to t are run.
Let E be the total execution time demanded by these
instances. Since there is an overflow at time t, we must
have t  t0 < E. Let EAP be the total execution time
required by aperiodic requests arrived at t or later and
processed with deadlines less than or equal to t0 ; then,
EAP  ðt0  tÞUAP (Lemma 2 in [6]). We also know that
E 

np 
X
i¼1



np
X
i¼1


t  t0
Ei þ EAP
minfRDLi ; P ERi g

t  t0
Ei þ ðt  t0 ÞUAP
minfRDLi ; P ERi g

 ðt  t0 ÞðUP þ UAP Þ:
It follows that UP þ UAP > 1, a contradiction.

u
t

4.2 Time-Sensitive Request Servicing
The request servicer accepts a source update or consumer
request selected by the scheduler and determines the
specifics of how individual requests will be processed in
the system so as to satisfy the timeliness/accuracy/cost
trade-off.
When the request servicer accepts a source update
request, it forwards the request to the DS maintenance
module that ultimately determines whether the DS should
be updated. Handling consumer requests is more complicated than handling source update requests since consumer
requests may have accuracy and timeliness requirements.
When the request servicer accepts a consumer request,
more careful analysis is needed to determine whether both
accuracy and timeliness requirements can be met (ideally).
If only the preferred requirement (as indicated by Bias) can
be met, the request servicing module has to choose among
several processing options. Fig. 2 illustrates the delays
incurred during different operations.
We break down the request processing time into time
spent in each step. Let Tcsmr2sched be the message transmission delay between the information consumer and scheduler, Tsched be the scheduler processing time, Tsvr2ds be the
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data request message transfer time from the request
servicer to the DS, Tsvr2src be the message transfer time
for the source probe from the request servicer to the source,
Tsvr2csmr be the message transmission delay between the
request servicer and the information consumer, Tds2svr be
the sum of the DS access time and the message transfer
time from the DS to the request servicer, and Tsrc2sched be
the source update request transfer time from the source to
the scheduler. Each consumer request follows the same
path 1 ! 2 ! 3 prior to reaching the request servicer.
Subsequent to that, there are two possible paths/ways to
serve the consumer request: 1) P AT HA ð3 ! 4 ! 3 ! 1Þ:
We obtain the desired value (range) from the DS;
2) P AT HB ð3 ! 4 ! 3 ! 5 ! 2 ! 3 ! 1&6Þ: If accurate
data is needed based on policy, we can probe the source
to obtain the current exact value, return a response to the
consumer, and concurrently issue a DS update (if necessary). Therefore,

.

þ Tsrc2sched þ Tsched þ Tsvr2csmr :

If RDLcr  Ti ðLÞ, then it is not possible to satisfy
the timeliness bound.
. If Ti ðLÞ < RDLcr  Ti ðHÞ, then it is uncertain if
the deadline will be met or not. The consumerspecified Bias factor plays a role in determining the
path of the request in this case.
. If RDLcr > Ti ðHÞ, then the deadline can be met.
The general flow of handling consumer requests is as
follows: A consumer request cr containing necessary
parameters (as defined in Definition 2) is received by the
request servicer. We decompose the processing of cr into a
mandatory part followed by an optional part. As part of the
mandatory processing, the current value is obtained from
the DS. If the obtained value satisfies the accuracy
constraints of cr, it is returned as the result. Otherwise,
we must determine whether probing the source is necessary, i.e, whether the optional P AT HB needs to be taken or
not. Analysis of latency involved in P AT HB indicates that
P AT HB will improve data accuracy but introduce a larger
delay. Hence, providing the best service (accurate answer
and timely response) for each incoming request may not
lead to the best overall system performance. In contrast, by
sacrificing the quality of some individual consumer
requests, the overall QoSSat and QoDSat may be enhanced.
In order to address this trade-off, we propose local and
global policies that decide if P AT HB will be taken.
Policies for Path Selection. Our objective is to support
both timeliness and accuracy and tailor the result to the
consumers’ preference if the two constraints cannot be
satisfied at the same time. We describe the policies in more
detail below:

Balanced Optima ðBaOÞ. This policy aims to meet
the accuracy constraint while ensuring that the
deadline is met, i.e., if the deadline will not be
violated, P AT HB will be taken if the precision from
the DS is not good enough. More specifically, if the
DS precision is not high enough, there are the
following three cases to consider:
If DLcr  TP AT HB ðLÞ, the value stored in the DS
is returned as the answer.
If TP AT HB ðLÞ < DLcr  TP AT HB ðHÞ, the deadline
may be violated, whether or not P AT HB is
taken is dependent upon Bias:cr. If Biascr ¼ 0
or Biascr ¼ 2, i.e., the consumer has no preference or prefers to ensure accuracy, then
P AT HB will be taken and the obtained current
value is returned as the answer; otherwise, if
Biascr ¼¼ 1, i.e., if the consumer prefers to
ensure timeliness, then P AT HB will not be
taken and the value stored in the DS is returned
as the answer.
If DLcr > TP AT HB ðHÞ, then P AT HB will be taken,
i.e., the source will be probed and the obtained
current value is returned as the answer.
Biased Optima (BiO): From the overall system
performance perspective, this policy focuses on
ensuring either timeliness or accuracy and is
oblivious of requests’ preference.
-

TP AT HA ¼ Tcsmr2sched þ Tsched þ Tsvr2ds þ Tds2svr þ Tsvr2csmr ; and
TP AT HB ¼ Tcsmr2sched þ Tsched þ Tsvr2ds þ Tds2svr þ Tsvr2src
Each sublatency Ti is bounded by the best case and the
worst case latency ½Ti ðLÞ; Ti ðHÞ, so the total latency is
bounded, i.e., if Ti ðLÞ  Ti  Ti ðHÞ for any i, then
Ti ðLÞ  Ti  Ti ðHÞ. Given the estimated latency
bounds and the timeliness/accuracy constraints of a
consumer request cr, we can roughly determine if the
deadline can be met as follows:
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.

-

.

-

4.3

Increase the deadline-meet ratio ðBiOdl Þ: This
policy increases the number of deadlines met by
returning current value in the DS without
probing the sources, thereby decreasing the
processing time for each request.
Increase the accuracy-meet ratio ðBiOac Þ: If the
DS precision is not high enough, this policy
improves the accuracy of the result by probing
the sources for the current exact values regardless of deadline violation.

Minimized Cost Directory Service Maintenance
(MC)
The DS maintenance module is responsible for keeping the
DS accurate enough so that most of the consumer requests can
be served directly by consulting the DS without probing the
sources. As a result, communication overhead and delay are
both reduced. In addition, for each source, the DS maintains a
range, which also affects the DS accuracy. Different applications are interested in the source values at different
granularity, so it is desirable to sample the sources at a very
high frequency initially so that the dynamics of the underlying sources can be captured. The goal of the DS maintenance algorithm is to find an efficient way to adjust
collection parameters (sampling frequency, range size) so
that desired information accuracy is maintained while
minimizing the communication overhead, i.e., the algorithm
should minimize the information collection cost while still
maintaining reasonable information precision that can satisfy
user requirements.
We propose the Minimized Cost DS Maintenance Algorithm (MC) by building upon the approach presented in
TRAPP [1]. The update of DS stored ranges may be a result of
a value-initiated update (source value falls outside predetermined threshold) or a consumer-initiated update (to
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improve result accuracy for the consumer). They analyzed
all the cost factors in the whole collection process and
justified that the cost is minimized if the ratio of frequency of
consumer-initiated update to the frequency of valueinitiated update is maintained to be a constant. In their
approach, consumer-initiated updates always result in range
reduction, while value-initiated updates always lead to
range relaxation. However, we observe that range relaxation
for all value-initiated updates does not truly reflect the value
changes. The fact that a source value falls outside the current
range does not always imply that the range is too small and
needs to be increased; it can also occur when the source value
gradually shifts towards a new set of values.
In our approach to value-initiated range adjustment, the
general idea is to compare the approximate trend of source
value changes using the following steps: Whether the range
should be expanded or tightened is dependent upon 1) the
absolute slope of the trend of source value changes during
the current monitoring period and 2) the difference between
the current slope and previous one. To find the slope of the
trend of source value changes, we use a Least Squares curve
fitting method to find the most suitable line to approximate
source value changes.1 The slope of the obtained line
represents the rate of change of source values. If the values
in a sliding window w of size N are V1 ; V2 . . . ; VN , then the
slope mw ¼ nxyðxÞðyÞ
, where  . . . stands for N
i¼1 . . .i .
nx2 ðxÞ2
We compare mw with a specified threshold T Hm to decide
whether the source change is significant enough. The
comparison between mw and mw1 is made against a predefined ". When the current change exceeds the threshold,
we adjust the range as follows:
the range size is increased to accommodate more
changes if the current change mw is bigger than the
previous change mw1 ,
. the range size remains the same if mw is similar to
mw1 , and
. the range size is decreased if the change is smaller
than the previous one.
When the current change is not significant enough, the range
size is decreased if the previous change mw1 is larger than
the current change mw ; otherwise, the range size remains the
same. When the range is tightened, Rnew ¼ Rold =ð1 þ Þ;
when the range is relaxed, Rnew ¼ Rold  ð1 þ Þ. No matter
how the range is changed, we let the median value Vmed
in the current sliding window fall at the center of the range,
Rnew
i.e., U ¼ Vmed þ Rnew
2 and L ¼ Vmed  2 .
Integrating TABS and MC via Request Servicing. The
integration of our proposed algorithms for request scheduling
(TABS), servicing, and DS maintenance (MC) maintains a
good balance between QoSSat, QoDSat, and Cost. TABS
provides a joint scheduling of both source update requests
and consumer requests, thus ensuring that one type of request
is not delayed because extensive resources are allocated to the
.

1. With heavy workload, computational resources may potentially
become a bottleneck and computation delay may dominate the total latency
of the collection process [9]. However, we currently only address the case
where the mediator has sufficient computation resources and is not
overloaded. This assumption will be relaxed in future work.
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other type. MC keeps track of the changes in the source values
and system conditions, adjusts DS representations to reflect
these changes, and makes sure that the DS closely reflects the
real world without incurring too much maintenance overhead. The request servicer serves as a conduit between the
scheduler and the DS maintainer. The well-maintained DS
provides TABS with convincing information to make its
scheduling decisions. TABS, in turn, provides MC with
valuable feedback about whether each incoming request
meets its requirement. These information exchanges are done
via request servicer. Overall, the combination of our proposed
approaches performs very well under varying system
conditions, which will be shown in the following section.

4.4 Extensions to Support Distributed Mediators
Our discussion so far has been assuming that the mediator
is centralized. Several questions need to be answered in
order to support distributed mediation:
How can we ensure load balancing among distributed mediators?
2. Where and how can we place/replicate data among
multiple directory services?
3. How can we maintain a consistent view if the data is
replicated?
4. Where can we retrieve the requested data to ensure
timeliness and accuracy?
We now extend the architecture to support distributed
mediation. The system consists of n mediators and n fully
replicated directory services. In order to balance the load
among all the mediators, an incoming request is assigned to
the least loaded mediator upon arrival. For a consumer
request, it retrieves the value from the assigned directory
service; if the stored value does not meet the accuracy
constraint, the information source is contacted for the most
recent value. While designing optimal consistency management policies is beyond the scope of this paper, we perform
some preliminary studies and explore the cost and benefits
of maintaining 1) strongly consistent, 2) inconsistent, and
3) weakly consistent directory services. For strongly
consistent directory services, an update to any directory
service will cause the same updates to the other directory
services. For inconsistent directory services, an update to a
directory service does not propagate to the other directory
services. For weakly consistent directory services, an update
to a specific directory service is not propagated to other
directory services immediately. However, a consistency
check is performed periodically so that the directory
services can be updated with the most recent values. A
full-fledged treatment of distributed mediation for real-time
information collection is part of our ongoing work, which
can benefit from existing research on distributed databases,
efficient replicated services, and distributed network
management.
1.

5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The objective of the simulation is to study in detail the
performance of the system by comparing our algorithms
with existing algorithms proposed by other previous work.
In addition to QoSSat, QoDSat, and Cost, we also use EoS
(Efficiency of System) EoS ¼ ðQoSSat  QoDSatÞ=Cost as
an overall metric.
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We compare TABS with the following scheduling approaches [3] proposed in the context of real-time databases:
Source update request First (SF): This approach applies
the source update request when it arrives at the
system, i.e., it gives all source update requests higher
priority than all consumer requests.
2. Consumer request First (CF): This approach applies
source request updates only when no consumer
requests are waiting.
3. Split Updates (SU): This approach is a compromise
between CF and SF and classifies data objects as
being popular and unpopular. Source update requests to popular data will be applied on arrival and
updates to less popular data will be applied when no
consumer requests are waiting.
4. On-Demand source request updates (OD): This approach is an extension to the CF (consumer first)
policy where consumer requests are normally given
precedence over source update requests. However,
when a consumer request encounters a stale object
(i.e., an object for which there exists a source update
that has not yet been applied), the corresponding
source update is given precedence.
MC is compared against the following relevant DS maintenance approaches:
1.

1.

2.

Instantaneous Snapshot-Based Information Collection
(SS): In this policy [10], information about the
desired parameters is based on an absolute value
obtained from a periodic snapshot.
Static Interval-Based Information Collection (SI): In this
policy [11], a fixed interval B is defined to partition
the capacity of the collected information into a fixed
number (say, n) of equal size classes:
ð0; BÞ; ðB; 2BÞ; ð2B; 3BÞ; . . . ; ððn  2ÞB; ðn  1ÞBÞ:

The classes are represented by corresponding indices
0; 1; 2; . . . ðn  1Þ. A probe is initiated at each sampling interval. If the obtained value is out of the range
indicated by the current index, the DS is updated
with another index; otherwise, no update is needed.
3. Dynamic Range-Based Information Collection: In this
policy, the DS holds the monitored parameter using
a range with an upper bound U and a lower bound
L; the range may be modified dynamically based
on the sampled information. In our prior studies,
we have shown that, among a family of dynamic
range-based policies, a simpler throttle-based (TR)
[12] approach performs well, where ranges are
increased or decreased exponentially using a prespecified throttle factor.
With six scheduling algorithms, three request servicing
algorithms, and four DS maintenance algorithms, we have
72 combinations of the policies. Our performance study
consists of the following specific experiments:
1.
2.

Evaluation of all the possible policy combination in
terms of the overall EoS.
Evaluation of system heterogeneity: In a general
architecture, source capabilities can vary significantly. For instance, some sources can only respond
to a request, while others have certain computing
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capability. Also, different applications exhibit varying deadline requirements from the information
collection process. We study the system heterogeneity under these variations.
3. Evaluation of relative merit of adding intelligence
into each module of the mediator and the benefit of
intelligent mediator policies as the system scales.
4. Evaluation of the scalability of distributed mediators.
While we studied all the combinations, we only illustrate
the key results here.
The Simulation Parameter Settings. We next describe
how information sources and the two types of incoming
requests (source update requests and consumer requests)
are modeled. There are n ¼ 200 sources in the system.
Each source holds one exact numeric value, the local cache
in the request servicing module holds k  n interval
approximations to exact source values, and the DS holds
all the interval approximations. Source values Vs are
picked randomly and uniformly in the range [-150, 150];
source values are changed periodically (initially set to be
every 100 milliseconds): Some of the sources change their
values very slightly from 0.5 to 1.5, while others
change more dramatically from 5 to 15.
For each source, a source update request is sent out
regularly and the period is uniformly distributed in the
range ð100ms; 50sÞ. The arrivals of aperiodic source update
requests are dependent upon their source value changes:
We randomly pick sources that send out urgent source
update requests when their values reach certain thresholds.
For requests that have timeliness requirements, deadlines
are uniformly distributed in the range ð500ms; 1minÞ. All
sources have an equal probability of generating a source
update request.
One periodic consumer request is issued for each source
and its period is uniformly distributed in the range
ð100ms; 50sÞ. An aperiodic consumer request arrival is
modeled as a Poisson process with arrival rate 10=sec and
with interarrival times being exponentially distributed.
Deadlines associated with consumer requests are uniformly
distributed in the range ½500ms; 1min. It is randomly
decided whether the aperiodic consumer request is deadline or non-deadline-based. Furthermore, each source has
an equal probability of being requested by consumer
requests. The urgency of each consumer request is
randomly chosen to be 0, 1, or 2. Each request is
accompanied by an accuracy constraint P RECcr specifying
the maximum acceptable width of the result. The accuracy
constraint is generated randomly from the range [0, 40].
Experimental Results. Fig. 3 shows the system efficiency classified by the six scheduling algorithms: TABS,
FCFS, CF, SF, SU, and OD. Overall, we observe that the
two combinations of policies (TABS þ BiOac þ MC and
TABS þ BiOac þ SI) result in highest EoS. Both of them
use TABS as the scheduling policy. This is because TABS
keeps a good balance between source update requests and
consumer requests, thus rendering reasonably good QoSSat and QoDSat; in addition, both combinations use BiOac
as the request servicing policy. This is because, in policy
BiOac , sources are probed for each consumer request to
improve QoDSat regardless of how well the DS is
maintained.
In addition, Fig. 3 indicates the lowest EoS of policy
combinations using BiOdl as the request servicing policy. To
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Fig. 3. Overall performance of mediator policies: This figure illustrates the performance of the six request scheduling policies under different
combinations of request servicing policies and DS maintenance policies.

further identify the reasons, we analyzed the three factors
(QoSSat, QoDSat, and Cost) of EoS for the combinations of
TABS, MC, and the three different consumer request
servicing polices (BaO, BiOdl , and BiOac ). Due to space
limitation, we omit the figure here. BiOdl returns the values
in the DS for all the consumer requests, hoping to shorten
each request processing time, thereby increasing the deadline meet ratio. However, the other factor that affects the
system performance is the accuracy meet ratio and it is
greatly decreased under BiOdl . In addition, we also observe
that the QoDSat of using BiOdl is lower than using BaO and
BiOac . BiOdl does not invoke source probings, which means
that no consumer requests trigger any DS updates, thus
limiting the accuracy of the DS representation and lower
QoD. Therefore, even though BiOdl seemingly saves some
overhead by not probing sources, the overall system
efficiency is still very low.
System Heterogeneity Evaluation. In our basic performance evaluation, we assume all the sources are passive,
i.e., they can only respond to probes. In the real world,
some sources may have the capability of reporting
significant changes in their own values. This requires basic

processing and memory capabilities at the source; we
designate such sources to be smart sources. This additional
intelligence relieves the mediator from the burden of
probing; however, resources may be wasted when no
consumers are interested in the collected values. We
discuss how the two best combinations of policies adapt
to source heterogeneity for the following cases: 1) allpassive-sources: All of the sources are passive. 2) mixedsources: A mixed configuration with smart and passive
sources (50 percent of each in the base case). 3) all-smartsources: All of the sources are smart. From Fig. 4a, we
observe that, with an increasing number of smart sources,
the performance of ðTABS þ BiOac þ MCÞ decreases. The
reason behind the counterintuitive results may be that,
when sources are intelligent enough to participate in
decision making, the Cost increases, since they are
typically distributed in the network. This also explains
why the performance of ðTABS þ BiOac þ SIÞ is the best
when there are mixed sources in the system.
Fig. 4b demonstrates system performance as the deadlines of the consumer requests vary. We classify three
ranges of possible deadlines: 1) dl-small: The deadlines are

Fig. 4. Effect of source/request heterogeneity on the performance of mediator policies.
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Fig. 5. Scalability of the composite policies.

uniformly distributed from 500 ms to 1 second. 2) dl-mixed:
The deadlines are uniformly distributed from 500 ms to
1 minute. 3) dl-large: The deadlines are uniformly distributed from 50 second to 1 minute. Fig. 4b illustrates that,
when all the deadlines are very small, none of the
combinations exhibit very high EoS, since the deadlines
are so small that even just getting data from the DS cannot
meet the deadlines. As the deadlines get bigger, EoS
increases greatly since meeting deadlines becomes very
easy. It is interesting to note that, when the deadlines get
even bigger, the EoS of both policy combinations actually
decreases. We believe this is because, when meeting
deadlines is not a concern anymore, most requests will be
served by obtaining most recent values from the sources,
which incurs significant overhead.
Scalability Evaluation of Composite Policies. We show the
benefits of adding intelligence to each of the three
components of the mediator. FCFS, BiOdl , and SS are the
simplest policies, respectively, for scheduling, request
servicing, and DS maintenance. We gradually enhance the
intelligence of the system by enhancing the scheduler
ðTABS þ BiOdl þ SSÞ, followed by the request servicer
ðTABS þ BiOac þ SSÞ, and, finally, arriving at the most
intelligent set of policies by enhancing the DS maintainer
ðTABS þ BiOac þ MCÞ. Fig. 5a shows the benefits of adding
more intelligence to each component gradually and also the
changes of the benefits as the number of sources increases.
As expected, the EOS increases as more intelligence is

added to each component. Merely adding intelligence to the
scheduler (i.e., replacing FCFS with TABS) shows marginal
benefit, but combining this with an intelligent request
servicer (i.e., replacing BiOdl with BiOac ) improved the EOS
significantly. This implies the necessity of combining the
scheduler and the request servicer to ensure both fairness
and efficiency of request processing. In addition, adding
intelligence to the DS maintainer (i.e., replacing SS with
MC) decreases the overhead involved in maintaining the
DS, thus further increasing the EoS. Note, however, that as
the number of the sources in the system increases, the EoS
decreases since the system is busy handling more source
update requests. We observe that the enhanced mechanisms
remain useful as the number of sources increases. Fig. 5b
shows the change of the benefits as the number of consumer
requests increases. In general, it shows the similar trend as
the number of sources increases.
Scalability Evaluation of Distributed Mediation. We now
empirically study the cost and benefits of the three consistency management policies discussed above. When strong
consistency is maintained among distributed directory
services, the increase in the number of consumer requests
leads to increasing EoS (Fig. 6a). However, when the number
of mediators/directory services reaches a threshold (five in
our case), EoS decreases. This observation shows that, while
distributing mediation tasks among multiple mediators does
relieve resource contention, maintaining strong consistency
among fully replicated directory services incurs significant

Fig. 6. Impact of distributed mediators on system performance of policy combination ½TABS þ BiOac þ MC. (a) Strongly consistent mediators.
(b) Inconsistent mediators. (c) Weakly consistent mediators.
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overhead. Therefore, increasing the distribution beyond a
certain point, in fact, is detrimental to the overall system
performance. When no consistency is maintained, any updates
to the directory service are local and do not propagate to other
directory services. Fig. 6b indicates that the increase of the
number of mediators leads to decreasing EoS. This is because
any updates to the directory services are localized, and
QoDSat decreases, thus leading to lower QoDSat, which
further results in lower EoS when weak consistency is
maintained among n (n ¼ 3 here) distributed directory
services. We tested the case when the update period is
10 seconds and 20 seconds. The policies where strong or no
consistency is maintained as described above are special
cases of this policy. Fig. 6c indicates that, as the update period
increases, the directory services are left with more divergent
values and QoDSat decreases; hence, EoS decreases.
Performance Summary. Our performance studies indicate
that the policies combination of ðTABS þ BiOac þ MCÞ
exhibits higher system efficiency as compared to the simple
police compositions of ðFCFS þ BiOdl þ SSÞ. This illustrates the advantage of enhancing the three main components of the system with intelligent strategies. We also find
that, as the system scales in terms of the number of sources
or the number of consumer requests, this combination
continues to perform well. In addition, the two best policy
combinations under the generic scenario are very robust to
the source heterogeneity and consumer request deadline
variation. The studies on the scalability of distributed
mediators indicate that merely increasing the number of
mediators is not sufficient to improve system scalability.
There exists an inherent trade-off between average request
response time and the cost involved in maintaining
consistency.

6

RELATED WORK

In this section, we compare our work to related research
in temporal and real-time databases and dynamic data
management.
Temporal and Real-Time Databases. After researchers
identified the need to incorporate both temporal and realtime capabilities [13], [14] to ensure temporal data consistency while providing time-constrained transaction processing, several projects (such as STRIP [3], ARCS [4], and QMF
[5]) address the trade-off between transaction timeliness and
data freshness. Our work differs from the aforementioned
prior research in several ways. First, a regular transaction is
a sequence of database operations, whereas the incoming
requests in our case (consumer or source update requests)
are special transactions with only one single operation. Realtime transaction processing techniques focus on the optimized execution of a group of operations to meet transaction
deadlines; in our case, the deadlines are on the fine-grained
operations themselves. This implies that we must explore
trade-offs between fine-grained operations, and traditional
real-time transaction processing techniques will not suffice.
Second, data is represented approximately in our system in
order to reduce communication overhead for maintaining
the repository. The approximation also implies that source
update requests can have a direct impact on the data
accuracy, which can indirectly affect timeliness. Our
objective is to maintain a separation of concerns and isolate
tasks within the real-time path flow (scheduling, request
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servicing) from tasks that maintain accuracy and minimize
cost (DS maintenance). At the same time, we would like to
allow adequate interaction between these components to
balance the cost/accuracy/time trade-offs.
Dynamic Data Management. Approximate data caching
approaches [15], [1], [12], [16], [17], [18] have been proposed
to address the trade-off between the accuracy of cached data
and the overhead involved in maintaining the cache. In our
work, we address time constraints in addition to precision
requirements imposed on user queries; this further complicates the DS maintenance problem. In addition, our work
considers system performance in terms of overall deadline
satisfaction ratio, rather than for each individual query.
Therefore, a scheduling mechanism is needed.
Data streaming has been a vibrant research field in recent
years for both traditional Internet environments (e.g.,
OpenCQ [19], Niagara [20], Telegraph [21], STREAM [22],
and Aurora [23]) and emerging ad hoc sensor networks (e.g.,
COUGAR [24] and Quasar [25]). Researchers in this area have
addressed a whole gamut of issues, such as system
architectures, concepts/semantics of continuous queries,
QoS specifications for fresh information delivery, system
scalability, etc. Our work targets a similar context where data
is fast changing and update intensive, but we provide support
for collecting and accessing the data in real-time. In addition,
we take advantage of an application’s tolerance toward data
imprecision and address the three factors—request timeliness, data accuracy, and maintenance overhead.
The real-time data collection problem bears some
similarity to dynamic Web content caching [26], [27], [28],
[29], [30] at a higher level. Since changes to underlying data
might affect more than one Web page, the key issues in
dynamic Web content caching are to determine what
dynamic pages should be cached and when a cached page
has become obsolete. Although both timeliness and
accuracy matter here, Web requests do not have explicit
time constraints associated, while the data retrieval requests
in our scenario may arrive into the system with userspecified deadlines. In addition, in the dynamic Web
content caching problem, it is the Web pages that are being
cached; on the other hand, we store the dynamic data (more
specifically, numerical data such as stock prices, network
measurement data, etc.). We can therefore use range-based
approximation to represent the dynamic data and then
exploit applications’ tolerance toward data imprecision to
decrease data collection overhead.

7

CONCLUSIONS

A key concern of our work is to exploit the accuracy and
latency margins to ensure that most applications receive
information at the desired levels of accuracy and timeliness
while minimizing the consumption of resources (storage,
network bandwidth, etc.) in distributed environments. In
this paper, we have shown, using the proposed real-time
information collection architecture, how an application’s
tolerance of information imprecision can be taken into
account to improve system timeliness. We have also
indicated that the trade-off between timeliness and accuracy can be addressed by scheduling requests from both
sources and consumers in a uniform manner (i.e., not
favoring either type). At the same time, we observe that a
well-maintained DS (in concert with the scheduling algorithm) is essential for balanced QoSSat and QoDSat under
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different system load and input characteristics. The eventual goal of our work is to develop effective tools for
context-aware applications in highly dynamic and distributed environments. Middleware techniques for achieving
the competing goals of timeliness, accuracy, and costeffectiveness, such as those described in this paper, are key
to delivering the right information to the right user at the
right time in pervasive computing environments. This
paper forms the basis for future research in the direction
of bringing together real-time systems and data management techniques through composable middleware systems.
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